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Abstract—Nowadays, IoT systems can better satisfy the service requirements of users with effectively utilizing edge computing

resources. Designing an appropriate pricing scheme is critical for users to obtain the optimal computing resources at a reasonable price

and for service providers to maximize profits. This problem is complicated with incomplete information. The state-of-the-art solutions

focus on the pricing game between a single service provider and users, which ignoring the competition among multiple edge service

providers. To address this challenge, we design an edge-intelligent hierarchical dynamic pricing mechanism based on cloud-edge-

client collaboration. We introduce an improved double-layer Stackelberg game model to describe the cloud-edge-client collaboration.

Technically, we propose a novel pricing prediction algorithm based on double-label Radius K-nearest Neighbors, thereby reducing the

number of invalid games to accelerate the game convergence. The experimental results show that our proposed mechanism effectively

improves the quality of service for users and realizes the maximum benefit equilibrium for service providers, compared with the

traditional pricing scheme. Our proposed mechanism is highly suitable for the IoT applications (e.g., intelligent agriculture or Internet of

Vehicles), where there are multiple competing edge service providers for resource allocation.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, cloud-edge-client collaboration, dynamic pricing, stackelberg game

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE evolution of Internet of Things (IoT) greatly expands
people’s ability to access information, while cloud com-

puting endows IoT with strong information-processing
capability and improves the efficiency of the IoT systems [1].
In the IoT systems, the sensor nodes located in the underlying
network are responsible for collecting various perceptive
data and uploading them to cloud service platform, which
analyzes and processes the data to provide users with
personalized services [2]. In the IoT applications such as

medical monitoring, smart city and smart agriculture etc., a
large amount of monitoring data is constantly generated.
However, due to the local computational resource limit, other
resources such as cloud computing resources are needed to
process these computing tasks. Generally, users initiate
service requests to the IoT platform according to their own
needs and pay on demand [3]. Meanwhile, the user’s goal is
to get satisfactoryQuality of Service (i.e., QoS).

However, in the existing service pricing mechanism of the
IoT systems, users oblige to increase their service budget if
they want to achieve better QoS [4]. The IoT systems can pro-
vide resource-centralized services for users [5]. But when the
amount of data services sharply increases, it is difficult to
meet the heterogeneous, low-latency, intensive network
access and service requirements [6]. The IoT system with
cloud-edge-client collaboration is proposed to achieve such
goal [7]: the edge computing node is closer to the data source
and users, and the edge note can assist the cloud in processing
part of the computing tasks, which effectively reduces net-
work bandwidth and workload of the cloud data center [8].
Meanwhile, the edge layer can optimize the respond latency,
thereby improving users’ QoS satisfaction without increasing
their service budget [9]. Whereas, the traditional service pric-
ingmethodmainly focusedon cloud services,which only con-
siders the interaction between the cloud and users. Obviously,
this approach cannot be directly applied to this novel IoT par-
adigm due to the impact of the edge computing paradigm
being igored [10]. Specifically, there are multiple edge service
providers competing with each other, whose interactions
directly affect uers’ QoS [11].

The core problem solved in this paper is to design a dif-
ferential service pricing model based on the three-layer
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cloud-edge-client architecture for different IoT users. In
contrast to our work, existing studies mainly consider an
identical service pricing model for the cloud-edge-client
architecture. This identical service pricing model is so ideal-
istic that it cannot be used for practical applications during
the interactions between the cloud, edge, and IoT users. The
goals of this paper are 1) to optimize the quality of service
for different types of users in terms of price and time, and 2)
to make the whole pricing process to converge quickly.
Both these two goals also fulfill the requirements of the real
application of the cloud-edge-client framework. The chal-
lenge to solve the problem is that all game participants are
in an incomplete information state, which is also a more
practical consideration rather than the idealistic assumption
on the complete information state of all the participants.
Although the CSP and ESPs are clear about the users’ type
in the game, they cannot know the users’ detailed prefer-
ence parameters for price and time. The price and time pref-
erence parameters represent the user’s concern with the
actual payment and system service time, and the sum of the
two is 1. The price preference parameter is larger than the
time preference parameter, indicating that the user cares
more about the price and vice versa. For example, there is a
price-oriented user. Then, the user’s price preference
parameter may be 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, or 0.85, while the corre-
sponding time preference parameter should be 0.4, 0.35, 0.3,
or 0.15. However, the CSP and ESPs cannot determine the
exact value of the user’s preference parameters. Therefore,
it is hard to determine the optimal pricing scheme for users
directly. Another challenge is the competitive relationship
between multiple ESPs based on non-cooperative games.
We also consider the differences between the computing
power, storage capacity, and communication capability of
individual ESPs; this consideration is also close to the real
scenario. Meanwhile, the game is freely accessible; in other
words, any ESP that meets the system requirements can
freely choose to join or leave the system.

To address this challenge, we propose an edge-intelligent
hierarchical dynamic pricing (EIHDP) mechanism to support

cloud-edge-client collaboration as shown in Fig. 1, which
comprehensively considers the interactions between the
cloud service provider (CSP), edge service providers (ESPs),
and IoT users (ITUs). We use the improved Stackelberg game
model to maximize the service provider’s profit and user’s
benefit. The proposed EIHDP model can be formulated as a
double-layer Stackelberg dynamic pricing game, where
Stackelberg I and Stackelberg II represent the dynamic game
between CSPs/ESPs and that between ESPs/ITUs, respec-
tively. Moreover, since ESPs adopt the non-cooperative game
for pricing, the specific strategies of other competitors cannot
be known in the pricing process. Therefore, the process of
ESPs competition can be modeled as a static game. Although
the pricing strategies of ESPs are private to other participants
of the game, historical game records of other ESPs can be
obtained to help to make decisions. We deploy machine-
learning-based algorithms on the edge to assist ESPs in pric-
ing scheme prediction to determine the most reasonable
price, which improves the ESP’s game success rate and sys-
tempricing efficiency.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in
this paper:

� To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of
the service pricing problem in cloud-edge-client collab-
oration for IoT systems. We regard edge computing
service as one of the main bases for pricing, thereby
reducing the workload of cloud computing platform
and optimizes QoS for users.

� We propose the EIHDP mechanism to achieve the
maximum utility equilibrium among CSPs, ESPs and
ITUs, accounting for the dynamic interactions
between all players. We propose a double-label Radius
KNN (DL-RKNN) algorithm to filter out pricing
schemes with a high success rate and boost system
pricing efficiency.

� We consider the scenario that multiple ESPs lie on
edge nodes and each ESP can use machine learning
algorithms to assist analysis and prediction for

Fig. 1. Architecture of edge-intelligent hierarchical dynamic pricing mechanism.
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pricing. In this case, a positive competitive process
between multiple ESPs can be formed to effectively
avoid the situation that a single adversarial mali-
ciously disrupts the service pricing market.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in Section 2 and introduce the Stackelberg
game and formulate the problem in Section 3. Then, we pro-
pose the EIHDP mechanism in Section 4. Section 5 evaluates
the performance of our model. Finally, our conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

At present, the research on IoT pricing can be divided into
three aspects: task offloading and resource scheduling strat-
egy in the IoT systems, CSP-based pricing strategy, and
ESP-based pricing strategy.

2.1 Task Offloading and Resource Scheduling
Strategy in IoT Systems

In order to maximize the benefits of CSP and ESP, the cloud
needs to schedule resources for computing tasks in the system.
In general, the cost of processing perceived data in the cloud is
smaller than the edge node, but the delay is considerable [12].
Therefore, the IoT systems need to offload computing tasks
concentrated in the cloud server to the edge node and perform
reasonable scheduling of computing resources [13]. Edge-
based task offloading is a new model of providing mobile
users with nearby network edge computing. However, with-
out strong incentives, local edge servers may be reluctant to
help offload computing [14]. In order to stimulate the CSP and
the ESP to participate in the computational task unloading, Liu
et al. developed the interaction between the CSP and the ESP
[15]. They used the Stackelberg game model to maximize the
benefits of CSP and ESP, and designed two computational
task-unloading algorithmswith low latency and low complex-
ity [16]. In [17], the energy-saving resource allocation problem
of the multi-user mobile edge computing system is investi-
gated. Guo et al. [18] proposed a task model that uses three
parameters (e.i., the size of the pre-calculation task, the work-
load, and the size of the calculation result) to specify each task,
and established two computational offloadmodels with negli-
gible and non-negligible execution times of base stations [19].
In [20], considering the inclusion of renewable energy into
mobile edge computing, an effective resource management
algorithm based on reinforcement learningwas proposed [21].
The online learning algorithm used both offline value iterative
decomposition and online reinforcement learning. Compared
with standard reinforcement learning algorithms such as
Q-learning, the learning speed and runtime performance of
this online learning algorithm are significantly improved.

Although these task offloading schemes and resource
scheduling strategies in the IoT system have investigated
the maximum benefits of CSP and ESP, they fail to consider
the benefits of users and even ignore the critical role played
by users in the pricing process.

2.2 CSP-Based Pricing Strategy

In the IoT systems, users use physical sensors and cloud
infrastructure according to their needs and pay for the
CSP. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a pricing plan for

cloud services [22]. The profits generated from the user’s
payment are shared not only by the CSP but also by the sen-
sor owners registered in the IoT systems. Zhu et al. reviewed
the pricing strategy of the IoT systems and introduced five
models of IoT pricing [23]. Specifically, in order to ensure
profit maximization, the CSP will consider the following
factors in pricing: IoT user’s lease period; the IoT systems
required working time; users using IoT resources; the
amount of sensory data obtained by the IoT user; the path
from which the sensor network transmits the sensory data
to the IoT user [24]. Chatterjee et al. proposed a new pricing
model consisting of two parts: hardware pricing (pH) and
infrastructure pricing (pI). pH solves the pricing problem of
physical sensor nodes, which depends on changes in user
demand and utility. It maximizes the profit per sensor
owner while taking into account the user’s utility. pI focuses
on pricing issues brought about by resource virtualization,
which considers the cost of IoT resources, including the cost
of maintaining virtualization within the IoT systems. pI
maximizes the perceived CSP profit by considering user sat-
isfaction [25].

However, the current CSP-based pricing strategies,
which mainly focus on the interaction between the CSP and
users, neither fully consider the impact of incomplete infor-
mation nor consider the economic benefits of ESPs, resulting
in a waste of edge resources.

2.3 ESP-Based Pricing Strategy

Mobile edge computing serves sensors near mobile devices,
and transmitting data from the IoT systems to edge servers
for pre-processing has become a key technology [26]. Moc-
nej et al. [27] proposed a quality-enabled decentralized IoT
architecture for monitoring the IoT environment at runtime,
expressing the overall quality of the system, and helping to
utilize the available resources efficiently [28]. The edge devi-
ces are used to define a feature set that describes the best
expectations of decentralized IoT platforms. In [29], Lin
et al. proposed an IoT-based irrigation and fertilization man-
agement system in which both long-term management and
short-term management are considered. The system can uti-
lize the edge nodes to support the decision-making of man-
agers and offer more economical and environmental
benefits. Kumar et al. [30] proposed a dynamic management
model to improve health monitoring by indulging IoT
assisted wearable sensor platform. Since edge computing is
a distributed intermediate layer between the edge network
and the cloud environment, latency can be reduced to a
remarkable level, and reliable communication can be
achieved with the help of edge computing. These researches
aim to use edge devices to assist in runtime management
for IoT systems but ignore the advantages of cloud-edge col-
laborative management. In contrast, our method can take
the advantage of cloud-edge-client collaboration to manage
the runtime status for IoT systems.

The function of the ESP is to dynamically allocate resour-
ces to tasks at the edge based on the request. However, this
is a challenging task, because the ESP needs to make real-
time decisions without prior knowledge of future condi-
tions, requested task satisfaction, and resource utilization.
Zhang et al. [31] studied data transmission from mobile
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devices to mobile edge servers and proposed a pricing
scheme based on alliance games. The joint algorithm is used
to sort the data of the mobile device, and the data process-
ing relationship between the mobile device and the mobile
edge server is described. In [32], a single cloud multi-user
mobile edge computing offloading system with orthogonal
frequency division multiple access is introduced, and an
optimal pricing scheme is proposed for each mobile user’s
resource requirements. Kim et al. [32] established a single-
leader multi-user Stackelberg game model and used Stack-
elberg equilibrium to optimize the utility of mobile users
and edge clouds. Jie et al. proposed an online scheduling
method based on repeated Stackelberg games, mapping
various tasks to a given related resource [33]. This problem
is first modeled as a long-term and short-term repeated
Stackelberg game. Especially in each round of games, as a
short-term leader, the user first decides to process the unit
price of the task within the relevant budget to maximize the
overall satisfaction of the current task. The ESP then maxi-
mizes the long-term profit that is obtained from the user
based on the price offered by the different users in different
rounds. The strategy is to match the resources to the tasks
and assign those tasks to different edge centers that have
different types of resources [34].

However, these ESP-based pricing strategies fail to take
into account the competition among multiple ESPs. The
above approaches fail to solve the service pricing problem
in cloud-edge-client collaboration for IoT systems.

3 STACKELBERG GAME AND PROBLEM

FORMULATION

3.1 Stackelberg Game

Game theory is used to study the predictive and actual
behavior of different individuals in a game, and how to
optimize their respective strategies [35]. A complete game
consists of players, game information, game strategies,
game order, and game rewards. Among them, game infor-
mation refers to the information that players have; it is help-
ful to their strategies. The game strategies represent a set of
all behaviors or strategies that participants can choose. The
game order represents the order in which players take
action, and game rewards refer to the incomes that the deci-
sion-maker gains in the game. Therefore, game theory can
be subdivided based on the differences of the above five
parts. For example, it can be subdivided into complete infor-
mation games and incomplete information games according
to game information; then it can be further divided into
complete information cooperative games and incomplete
information cooperative games [36].

Among these branches, static game and dynamic game
formed according to game order are the two most common
types of games. Static game refers to the participants in the
game taking actions simultaneously; or there is a sequence
of actions, but the latter party does not know the actions of
the first party, which leaves all participants with no control
over the outcome [37]. In practice, players tend not to act
simultaneously, so dynamic games with different game
sequences are more common. In dynamic games, players
are divided into leaders and followers according to their
order. The leader’s actions will be observed by followers

who can adjust their action plans based on the observation
results. In different game scenarios, the dominant players of
dynamic games are also different. For example, leaders
have advantages in production competition, while followers
have more choices in price competition [38].

In dynamic game, players determine their strategies
based on known strategies, so that the strategies are no lon-
ger independent of each other while having strong interac-
tion. The controllability of game results is also stronger than
that of static game [39]. It can be considered that in such a
game, the final strategies given by each participant maxi-
mize their benefits under the current circumstance, then the
set of these strategies constitutes a Nash equilibrium. There
are many different models in dynamic game to find the
Nash equilibrium in different ways. In this paper, the Stack-
elberg game is a model with adding a feedback mechanism.
The feedback mechanism means that the follower’s strategy
in this round will be fed back to the leader when the game
is played multiple times, thus influencing the next round
strategy. With the introduction of this mechanism, the inter-
action between leaders and followers is no longer limited to
the observation of strategies, and the mutual constraints are
strengthened at the same time. Hence, the Stackelberg game
performs well in a specific dynamic game.

The Stackelberg game is a process, in which participants
compete for limited resources. Further understanding, the
Stackelberg game is a strategy for allocating limited resour-
ces through the level of competitive strength. Leaders are
not only the first movers, but also represent their stronger
competitiveness. For example, large firms have more capital
than small companies, allowing them to compete at lower
prices without losing money. In this article, such competi-
tiveness can be reflected in the fact that the cloud servers
have more computing resources than the edge servers. On
the other hand, higher competitiveness means that the par-
ticipant often needs to acquire more resources to maintain
this state. For instance, large firms may also break their
funds if their prices are low for a long time in the game.
This paper will design the experimental model based on
this understanding, so that all participants are in the normal
game state.

3.2 Problem Description

In this section, we describe the pricing problem of our pro-
posed EIHDP framework. In each round of game, the partici-
pants in game are CSPs, ESPs and ITUs from top to bottom. In
the game process of vertical direction, multiple ESPs are
regarded as a whole. The decisions of each layer are in order,
that is, the CSP makes the decision first, then the ESP decides
the strategy and finally the ITU makes the choice, which con-
stitutes a double-layer Stackelberg dynamic game. In the
game process of historical direction, multiple ESPs are inde-
pendent of each other, and there is no order in the decision-
making. EachESP can refer to the historical game data of other
competitors at the same time for predictive analysis, thus the
game among ESPs belongs to static game. Table 1 defines the
notations used in this paper. Therefore, a double-layer Stack-
elberg gamemodel is established as

S ¼< L;V; I > ; (1)
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which contains three basic elements of Stackelberg game,
namely, game player L, game strategy V and utility of game
participants I. As shown in Table 2, game participant L
includes the CSP, N ESPs, and the ITU. In the game model,
the CSP’s strategy space VCSP is ðPh

CSP ; P
b
CSP Þ. Furthermore,

the CSP adjusts Pb
CSP and Ph

CSP in each round of game
according to the voting result by ESPs. In the game interme-
diate layer, the ESP’s strategy space VESP includes the CSP-
oriented strategies ðQCSP ;QESP ; VBÞ and ITU-oriented strat-
egies ðPh

ESP ; PESP ; TP Þ. In fact, VESP can be described as the
strategies ðQCSP ;QESP ; VB; P

h
ESP Þ to determine other strate-

gies ðPESP ; TP Þ. The ITU’s strategy space VITU is
ðPITU; RITUÞ, implying that the ITU needs to consider the
utility IITU from both cost and time.

Definition 1. (Price Acceptance Rate) Given VCSP , the rate
that ESPs accept the CSP’s price strategy is defined as

QðVCSP Þ ¼ NUMagreeðlÞ
NUMagreeðlÞ þ ð1� dÞ �NUMrejectðlÞ (2)

l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;
NUMrejectðlÞ
NUMagreeðlÞ

� �
(3)

where l is the number of pricing rounds for the CSP;
NUMagreeðlÞ and NUMrejectðlÞ are number of votes for
ESPs agreement and rejection to the price, respectively;
and dð0 � d � 1Þ is the filtering percentage of ESPs for
refusing to the price.

The CSP determines the value of parameter d according
to the initial number and computing power of ESPs partici-
pating in the vote. The purpose of the voting game between
the CSP and ESP on the CSP’s pricing strategy is to choose
ESPs that meet basic requirements such as computing
power and cost as much as possible and reduce the loss of
system resources for ESPs with low success rate. When the
initial number of ESP is too large, or the computing power
gap is small, the CSP chooses to set d � 0:5 for accelerating
the overall game convergence. When the initial number of
ESP is small, or the computing power gap is large, the CSP
can choose to set d < 0:5. In order to make the percentage

of ESPs that accept prices greater than or equal to 50 per-
cent, the system filters out d percentage of ESPs that reject
the price in the following order. a) The ESP can choose to
voluntarily withdraw from the current game. b) The CSP
removes ESPs with significantly weaker computing power.
c) The system randomly deletes ESPs that reject prices.

We take the user demand as a game precondition D ¼
fQSUM; TUg, and VCSP � D means that VCSP is constrained
by D. The constraint relation between the CSP, ESP and ITU
can be expressed as VESP � VCSP and VITU � ðVESP ;VCSP Þ.
First, the upper CSP analyzes the historical data based on
the ITU’s requests to initialize pricing strategy space
VCSP Ph

CSP ; P
b
CSP

� �
to give the two prices for participating in

the current round of game, where Ph
CSP and Pb

CSP are strat-
egy variables. ThenNUMinitial ESPs vote on the initial strategy
for feedback. Since ESPs cannot know the voting information
between each other, this process belongs to the static game of
ESPs in the first stage. By Definition 1, the remaining N  
NUMagreeðlÞ þ ð1� dÞ �NUMrejectðlÞ ESPs continue the game
when QðVCSP Þ � 0:5. Otherwise, the CSP needs to readjust
the price and ð1� dÞ �NUMrejectðlÞ ESPs continue the lþ 1th
vote until l reaches the critical value. The ESP uses the DL-
RKNNalgorithm tomake scheme prediction based on histori-
cal game data to get a group of pricing schemes QCSP ;QESP ;h
VB;P

h
ESP i ! PESP ; TPh i arranged from large to small on the

basic of the utility value IESP . In each game, the ESP chooses a
pricing scheme in the order of utility value, thus N schemes
are sent to the ITU after being summarized by the edge plat-
form (EP). Assume that ESP t is the game winner with the
strategy space VESPtðQCSPt ;QESPt ; VBt ; P

h
ESPt
Þ; t 2 ½1; N�. We

define a double-layer Stackelberg equilibrium inDefinition 2.

Definition 2. (Double-Layer Stackelberg Equilibrium)
GivenV�ITU ,V

�
ESP andV�CSP , the double-layer stackelberg equi-

librium for EIHDP is defined as

IITU V�ITU ;V
�
ESP ;V

�
CSP

� � � IITU VITU ;V
�
ESP ;V

�
CSP

� �
;

(4)

IESP V�ITU ;V
�
ESP ;V

�
CSP

� � � IESP V�ITU ;VESP ;V
�
CSP

� �
;

(5)

ICSP V�ITU ;V
�
ESP ;V

�
CSP

� � � ICSP V�ITU ;V
�
ESP ;VCSP

� �
; (6)

where V�ITU and V�CSP are the user’s equilibrium strategy and
cloud’s equilibrium strategy, respectively. V�ESP represents
equilibrium strategies for all ESPs, and VESP ¼ ðVESPt ;
V�ESP�tÞ. VESPt and V�ESP�t indicate non-winning strategy
(i.e., non-equilibrium strategy) of the winner ESP t and the
equilibrium strategy of other ESPs except ESP t, respectively.
The total number of ESPs is denoted byN .

The ITU’s strategy space includes the tuple of PITU

and RITU . The preference coefficient for cost and time is

TABLE 2
The Basic Elements of EIHDP Game

L (game player) V (strategy space) I (utility function )

CSP VCSP ðPh
CSP ; P

b
CSP Þ ICSP ðVCSP Þ

ESP VESP ðQSUM; VB; P
h
ESP Þ IESP ðVESP Þ

ITU VITUðPITU ;RITUÞ IITUðVITUÞ

TABLE 1
Definition of Notations

Parameter Definition

QSUM Number of computing tasks
TU Expected service time of the user
TP Predicted service time given by the edge
QCSP Number of tasks processed at the cloud
QESP Number of tasks processed at the edge
VCSP Speed of tasks processed at the cloud
VESP Speed of tasks processed at the edge
VB Bandwidth speed for tasks offloading
Ph
CSP Unit price of task handling at the cloud

Pb
CSP Unit price of bandwidth using

Ph
ESP Unit price of task handling at the edge

PESP Service price for the user
PITU Actual payment of the user
RITU Dissatisfaction degree with service time
VCSP , VESP , VITU Strategy space of the cloud, edge, user
ICSP , IESP , IITU Utility function of the cloud, edge, user
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only valid locally, implying that the utility function of
ITU is unknown to the CSP and ESPs. The client has an
evaluation function EðDÞ as the criterion for accepting
the pricing scheme, which is also only valid locally. If
this thing 9IITU � EðDÞ is satisfied, the largest IITU is
selected, and the winner is generated in ESPs. The ITU
chooses to determine the scheme and makes the pay-
ment. The EP records the game results and pricing
schemes of all ESPs, thus the whole game ends. The win-
ning ESP gets the data from the EP and returns the
result to the user after processing the task based on the
winning scheme. If this thing 9IITU � EðDÞ cannot be
satisfied, this game is invalid. Each ESP needs to select a
scheme in order again and the ITU makes judgment and
selection. The ESPs need to give feedback to the CSP until
every ESP selects the last pricing scheme. The CSP should
readjust the pricing strategy space VCSP Ph

CSP ; P
b
CSP

� �
at this

time. Then the intermediate layer and the user layer repeat
the above process until the end of the game. By Definition 2,
the expected result is expressed in the form of Stackelberg
equilibrium for the above game model with hierarchical
decision structure. Each participant cannot independently
adjust the strategy to obtain more benefits when strategies of
all game participants are equilibrium strategies.

4 EDGE-INTELLIGENT HIERARCHICAL DYNAMIC

PRICING MECHANISM

In this section, we introduce the detailed process of the pro-
posed EIHDP mechanism as illustrated in Fig. 2, which
includes two Stackelberg games. Stackelberg I is the
dynamic game between CSPs and ESPs, and Stackelberg II
is the dynamic game between ESPs and ITUs.

Algorithm 1. The EIHDPModel Algorithm

Input: Game preconditionD; The number of ESPsN .
Output: Equilibrium utilities ðIITU ; IESP ; ICSP Þ.
1: Define VCSP , VESP , EðDÞ, d, t, � and m

2: repeat
3: Vote on the strategy space VCSP

4: until QðVCSP Þ � 1=2 or l � maxflg
5: for each ESP do
6: for i ¼ 1 toM do
7: if Td

CSP < TESP � ð1þ tÞTU or
8: TESP < Td

CSP < ð1þ tÞTU then
9: Update the set of candidate pricing schemes
10: end if
11: end for
12: The DL-RKNN classifier for service pricing schemes
13: end for
14: Calculate the lowest pricing Pm with RM and the smallest

dissatisfaction Rm with PM fromN pricing schemes
15: for k ¼ 2 toN do
16: if EðDÞ � IITUðk� 1Þ � IITUðkÞ then
17: Update the selected scheme according to (15)-(18)
18: end if
19: end for
20: Calculate IESP and ICSP according to (10)-(14)
21: Return ðIITU ; IESP ; ICSP Þ

4.1 CSP-ESP Dynamic Game

In the CSP-ESP dynamic game, the CSP is the game leader and
theESP is the game follower. TheCSPaims tomaximize theutil-
ity ICSP . The ESP makes its strategies according to VCSP to
reduce the cost of using bandwidth. TheESP can effectively split
QSUM into QCSP ¼ QCSP1

;QCSP2
; . . . ;QCSPM

� �
and QESP ¼

QESP1
;QESP2

; . . . ;QESPM

� �
, which can be formulated as

QSUM ¼ QCSPi
þQESPi

; i ¼ 1; 2; 	 	 	 ;M;

s:t:0 < QCSP < QSUM; 0 < QESP < QSUM;
(7)

where M represents the amount of combination modes for
QSUM in the initial state. QCSP is the number of tasks that
the ESP chooses to offloading to the cloud for processing,
and QESP is the number of tasks that the ESP selects to pro-
cess locally. In the process of dynamic game, time is also
one of the important factors that need to be considered. In
the proposed EIHDP model, the time involved comprises
task offloading time and task processing time. The latter
includes task processing time in ESP and CSP. The task off-
loading time Tt

CSP and task processing time Td
CSP for QCSP

can be obtained when the tasks QSUM is grouped by the
ESP. The ESP offloads some tasks to the cloud while proc-
essing computing tasks, but the CSP must wait for task off-
loading to complete before starting task processing.
Therefore, Tt

CSP and Td
CSP are continuous when analyzing

the time, and the total time for QCSP is

TCSP ¼ Tt
CSP þ Td

CSP ¼
QCSP

VB
þQCSP

VCSP
; (8)

Then the ESP’s time to process QESP is TESP ¼ QESP
VESP

. TESP

and TCSP overlap in time due to that the ESP can execute
task offloading and task processing simultaneously, so the
predicted service time for users should be the maximum

Fig. 2. The double-layer stackelberg games.
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time of both, which can be formulated as

TP ¼ max TCSP ; TESPf g;
s:t:0 < TP � ð1þ tÞTU;

(9)

where t � 0 indicates the proportion coefficient exceeding
the expected time, which means that the predicted service
time cannot be greater than the upper limit ð1þ tÞTU . In the
system, t represents the user’s tolerance for actual service
time. Therefore, the value of t changes for different users.
According to user preferences, users can be divided into
three types: time-oriented, price-oriented, and neutral users.
Among them, t takes zero as the default value for time-ori-
ented and neutral users, and t takes a real value greater
than zero for price-oriented users. The CSP’s goal is to maxi-
mize the utility function:

max ICSP ¼ max QCSPP
h
CSP þ VBP

b
CSP �WCSP

� �
¼ max QCSPP

h
CSP þ VBP

b
CSP �GCSP �GB

� �
;

(10)

WCSP ¼ GCSP þGB represents the CSP’s cost function,
where GCSP is the cost of equipment to process computing
tasks, and GB is the cost to maintain bandwidth. GCSP is a
quadratic function about the amount of processing tasks
(the tasks which the ESP offloads) and is strictly convex,
and the formula is expressed as follows:

GCSP ¼ aðQCSP Þ2 þ bðQCSP Þ þ c; (11)

where a, b and c are the coefficients of CSP’s equipment cost,
and GB is formulated as

GB ¼ VB

VMAX
ðwcost;H þ wcost;LÞ; (12)

where VMAX represents the maximum available bandwidth,
wcost;H is the hardware cost of deploying bandwidth, and
wcost;L is the labor cost of maintaining bandwidth. The ESP’s
cost function is also composed of two parts: one is the band-
width expenseW 0

ESP ¼ VBP
b
CSP paid to CSP, and the other is

the equipment cost W 00
ESP ¼ GESP to process computing

tasks. The total cost for ESP is WESP ¼W 0
ESP þW 00

ESP ¼
VBP

b
CSP þGESP . GESP is also a quadratic function about the

number of processing tasks (the tasks which the ESP pro-
cesses locally) and is strictly convex, which can be formu-
lated as

GESP ¼ a0 QESPð Þ2þb0 QESPð Þ þ c0; (13)

where a0, b0 and c0 are the coefficients of ESP’s equipment
cost. In the dynamic game stage with the CSP, the ESP’s
purpose is to reduce the bandwidth cost W 0

ESP ¼ VBP
b
CSP as

much as possible under certain constraints. In the initial
state, there are M grouping methods for tasks QSUM . It is
necessary to make preliminary screening to reduce comput-
ing complexity in the course of the game. The predicted ser-
vice time TP must be less than or equal to ð1þ tÞTU

according to the request.

Theorem 1. The ESP achieves the optimal bandwidth VB and
optimal bandwidth costW 0

ESP for pricing schemes.

Proof. We fix the unit price Pb
CSP . Assuming that TESP >

Td
CSP . The time TCSP ¼ TESP aims to make full use of the

maximum time, because the ESP can offload the tasks to
the CSP while processing computing tasks. Thus we get
minfW 0

ESPg � minfVBg � maxfTt
CSPg when Tt

CSP ¼
TCSP � Td

CSP . Assuming that TESP � Td
CSP . Due to ð1þ

tÞTU � TESP , we getminfW 0
ESPg � minfVBg � maxfTt

CSPg
when Tt

CSP ¼ ð1þ tÞTU � Td
CSP . tu

Algorithm 1 describes the detailed process of the pro-
posed EIHDP model. The predicted service time for the ITU
is the maximum value between TCSP and TESP . When it
comes to TESP � TCSP , the ESP deletes the grouping scheme
which makes TESP > ð1þ tÞTU . When it comes to TCSP >
TESP , the ESP can similarly delete the grouping scheme
which makes TESP > ð1þ tÞTU , if TESP > ð1þ tÞTU which
also means TCSP > TESP > ð1þ tÞTU . There are M 0 �M
grouping schemes in the ESP for tasks QSUM after filtering.
In each grouping method, TESP is determined by QESP , and
Td
CSP is determined by QCSP . The size of the bandwidth

using for offloading is optional. The smaller Tt
CSP makes the

smaller TCSP when the ESP uses more bandwidth. On
the contrary, The larger Tt

CSP makes the larger TCSP when
the ESP uses less bandwidth.

4.2 ESP-ITU Dynamic Game

In the ESP-ITU dynamic game, the ESP is the game leader
and the ITU is the game follower. In this game process, the
strategies that the ESP chooses include the ITU-oriented ser-
vice pricing and predicted service time, while the ITU needs
to take time dissatisfaction and actual payment into consid-
eration when making decisions. The ESP’s service pricing
involves the cost to process tasks locally and the cost for the
CSP to process tasks, i.e., PESP ¼ QESPP

h
ESP þQCSPP

h
CSP ,

where PESP represents the service pricing finally deter-
mined by ESPs for the ITU to choose. The ESP’s goal is to
maximize the utility function:

max IESP ¼ max PESP �WESPf g
¼ max PESP � VBP

b
CSP �GESP

� �
:

(14)

The EP sends a summary of all pricing schemes to the ITU
and stores it in the local database. The ITU needs to consider
price and time when choosing a pricing scheme.

Definition 3. (Time Dissatisfaction Degree). Given TU

and TP , the ITU’s dissatisfaction degree for the service time is
defined as

RITU ¼ b a
s 1�TUTP

� 	
� 1

" #
(15)

where a, b and s are the relevant parameters of the time dis-
satisfaction function, and a > 1, b > 0, s > 1. b is the pre-
set value, s is related to the time-scale elasticity of service
demand, and a is related to the amplitude of RITU . TU is the
determined value and TP is given by different ESPs.

By Definition 3, the smaller TP makes the smaller RITU ,
and the larger TP makes the larger RITU . The ITU model is a
double-objective optimization function. Since the dimension
of the two targets is different, simple weighted linear
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processing cannot be carried out directly. Here, the fuzzy
solution method is adopted to deal with the double-objec-
tive optimization problem, and the steps are as follows:

1) The optimization calculation is carried out with the
goal of the lowest PITU to obtain the lowest service
pricing Pm in all pricing schemes, and the dissatisfac-
tion function value is recorded as RM at this time.

2) The optimization calculation is carried out with the
goal of the smallest RITU to obtain the smallest dis-
satisfaction value Rm in all pricing schemes, and the
actual payment cost is recorded as PM at this time.

3) The optimal attributes of the two objective function
values are fuzzified, and the mapping from the sin-
gle objective function value to the membership
degree is established. The membership degree is
determined according to the linear rule, and the dis-
tribution is semi-trapezoidal as

’ PITUð Þ ¼
1 PITU � Pm

PM�PITU
PM�Pm Pm < PITU < PM

0 PITU � PM

8><
>: (16)

’ RITUð Þ ¼
1 RITU � Rm

RM�RITU
RM�Rm

Rm < RITU < RM

0 RITU � RM

8><
>: : (17)

4) The fuzzy membership of the two target functions is
linearly weighted, then the utility function of ITU of
the fuzzy double targets is obtained, which can be
formulated as

max IITU ¼ max �’ PITUð Þ þ m’ RITUð Þf g; (18)

where � and m are the weight coefficients of PITU and
RITU respectively, namely, the preference coefficients
of ITU for cost and time. These two coefficients are
only valid locally, which indicates that the ITU’s util-
ity function is transparent to the CSP and ESP. The
termination condition of the game between the ESP
and ITU is that the ITU uses the evaluation function
to select an optimal pricing scheme from a collection
of pricing schemes. At this time, a winner is gener-
ated from multiple ESPs. When the candidate set of
pricing schemes for an ESP is filtered to the last one,
the ESP continues to send this scheme to the ITU for
selection. The ESP withdraws from the current game
if it fails the competition. When all ESPs’ candidate
sets are filtered to the last one, the ESPs send the
pricing schemes to the ITU while giving feedback to
the CSP, requiring the CSP to readjust the pricing
strategy and vote again.

However, the utility functions of the ESP and ITU are not
the same, so the edge utility value and user utility value cor-
responding to the same pricing scheme are also not equal. In
order to improve the game success rate of ESPs, reduce
unnecessary pricing schemes and the number of invalid
games, this paper adopts an improved DL-RKNN algorithm
based on KNN at the edge. The DL-RKNN algorithm
improved from KNN is a prediction algorithm for double

screening of training samples, where R refers to the selec-
tion of the training set range, and K refers to the filter of the
training set. For the user sample label QSUM; TUh i, the pre-
dictor needs to filter out enough invalid samples and ensure
the number of remaining valid samples. Therefore, R is the
radius of the effective sample area centered on the user
demand label. Theoretically, the shape of the effective sam-
ple area can be arbitrary, but the linear relationship between
two labels of random sample points is difficult to be pre-
cisely determined. At the same time, a random selection of
valid areas may lead to ignoring the importance of a certain
label, and the number of effective samples selected may not
be optimal. Accordingly, the sample area with R as the
radius can not only effectively avoid the omission of key
labels, but also make the selected samples more accurate
under the premise of ensuring fairness.

Algorithm 2. The DL-RKNN Classifier Algorithm

Input: Candidate scheme PESP ; TPh i.
Output: The predicted label for candidate scheme.
1: Define R andK for the effective sample area
2: Set the main label QSUM; TUh i
3: Calculate the euclidean distance Z between the historical

data items and QSUM; TUh i
4: if Z � R then
5: Update the training sample set
6: end if
7: Set the secondary label PESP ; TPh i
8: Calculate and sort Z between PESP ; TPh i and the training

sample by distance increasing
9: Select the firstK items for the judging set fJðKÞg
10: if There is successful scheme in fJðKÞg then
11: Return the forecasted label with possible deal
12: else
13: Return the forecasted label with impossible deal
14: end if

Algorithm 2 is designed to allow ESPs to make predic-
tions based on historical transaction data and filter strate-
gies according to the forecast results, that is, to categorize
strategy set to determine which strategies are likely to be
ultimately selected by ITUs. Each data in the historical
transaction data set consists of seven dimensions
QSUM; TU; PITU ; TP ; VB;QESP ;QCSPh i. Because these dimen-
sions do not include user utility values and utility functions,
the ESP cannot predict user utility values by linear regres-
sion. The ESP needs to classify each strategy in the current
strategy set into two labels of “possible deal” and
“impossible deal”, and select the data from the label of pos-
sible deal for the subsequent game. The distribution of his-
torical data collected in the center of the edge is wide and
discrete. Therefore, in order to reduce the training sample
size, DL-RKNN first selects the training set range. First, the
current user demand is taken as the main label QSUM; TUh i,
and the historical game records at the EP are filtered. The
history records which meet the range requirements of
QSUM 
R; TU 
Rh i are added to the candidate training set.
After that, all records with euclidean distance greater than
those in the candidate set are calculated and deleted, so as
to select the training set for the pricing scheme filtering.
Next, the ESP’s pricing scheme is used as the secondary
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label PESP ; TPh i, and the euclidean distances between the
records in the training set and the current scheme to be pre-
dicted are calculated. Since each record includes all strate-
gies for the successful round of the game, and only one of
these strategies is finally selected by ITUs, the “successful”
game scheme is far less than the “unsuccessful” game
scheme. Therefore, unlike traditional algorithms which take
high-frequency category as the prediction result, “possible
deal” will be taken as the prediction result of the current
pricing scheme as long as the “successful” scheme is con-
tained in theK most adjacent records.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed
EIHDP algorithm through the experimental results of the
number of games and prediction time experiments.

5.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental environment parameters are shown in
Table 3. The experimental data came from the meteorologi-
cal and precipitation information collected by sensors in the
collection station of the TLINK industrial IoT platform and
OneNET IoT platform. The TLINK and OneNET platforms
can realize remote monitoring and management for IoT
devices. The data dimension covers the target site, the pre-
cipitation in a certain period of time, the latitude and longi-
tude of the target site, and the weather conditions taken at a
certain time. Compared with the traditional pricing scheme
without prediction (TPSP) [33], the significance of introduc-
ing the prediction algorithm in EIHDP is to judge whether
the current strategy can meet the ITU requirements based
on historical data, thereby reducing the number of games
and improving system performance. We introduce a Logic-
KNN (L-KNN) algorithm for comparison, whose basic idea
is to reduce meaningless sample points based on the distri-
bution of QSUM and TU with the certain linear correlation.
To evaluate the performance of EIHDP, we compare EIHDP
with TPSP in KNN, L-KNN, and DL-RKNN under different
parameters.

Both L-KNN and DL-RKNN are improved versions of
KNN. The main differences between the three algorithms
lie in determination methods and the selection ranges for
sample points. First, in terms of the determination method,
KNN selects the topK sample points with the highest corre-
lation and then count the label value with the highest pro-
portion as the prediction result. The label values of the
sample in historical game records are only “success” and
“failure,” and the number of “success” values is far smaller

than that of “failure” values. All prediction results will be
“impossible” if we continue to take high-frequency catego-
ries as the prediction result due to the unbalanced sample
proportion.

Therefore, the determination methods of L-KNN and
DL-RKNN are both changed to the case that the prediction
result is “possible” if there is a successful label in the current
K sample points; otherwise, it is “impossible.” The second
is the selection range of sample points. KNN selects all sam-
ple points in the sample space. L-KNN first calculates the
ratio k of QSUM and TU for the prediction point and selects
the sample points that are approximate to k in the sample
space. The selection method of DL-RKNN is taking the user
requirements as the center of the effective sample area and
R as the radius of the sample area to select as many useful
sample points as possible.

5.2 Experimental Analysis

The variation of ITU utility value and the income-expendi-
ture status of all participants are jointly shown in Figs. 3
and 4 under different strategies, when the task is set as
QSUM = 20G and TU = 25min, indicating that the game will
reach Nash equilibrium under a certain strategy. Here, the
abscissa represents the number of tasks that the CSP and
ESP should process in a set of strategies, respectively. Fig. 3
shows the changes in ITU utility value IITU when the CSP
and ESP each undertake different tasks. We divide users
into three types: price tendency users (ITU1), time tendency
users (ITU2) and neutrality users (ITU3). At the allocation
strategy 8; 12h i, the utility values of the three increase signif-
icantly, and the utility values of ITU2 and ITU3 reach the
highest point in this round of the game, because TP is the
lowest value in this round of the game. The ITU1 will still
seek a lower price, so its highest utility value appears at the
lowest price strategy 4; 16h i.

Fig. 4 shows that the income of ESP gradually increases
while the price trend of CSP and ITU fluctuates. As a
follow-up, Fig. 4 adds that the change in user utility value is
due to changes in the income of CSP and ESP and user
expenditure in the game, when the CSP and ESP undertake
different amounts of tasks. In Figs. 3 and 4, the distribu-
tion schemes of different strategies are arranged from
left to right on the horizontal axis. In fact, this ranking

TABLE 3
Experiment Environment

Parameters CSP ESP

Operation System Ubuntu 16.01 Ubuntu 16.01
CPU Intel xeon E-2186G Intel Core i7-8700
GPU Leadtek Tesla M40 NVDIA 1080
Memory 48GB 16GB
Memory (GPU) 24GB 8GB
Storage (SSD via NVMe) 500GB 500GB
Programming Language Python Python
Compiler Python 3.7 Python 3.7

Fig. 3. The variation of ITU utility value.
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also represents the order in which different strategies are
proposed in a round of the game, that is, the strategy on
the left is always proposed first. This is because players
in the game try to maximize their profits. In this paper,
it can be further understood that the CSP and ESP need
to compete for more tasks. As the first actor, the CSP
makes QCSP as large as possible, and then reduces
QCSP if the game fails. Therefore, QCSP decreases from
left to right and QESP increases sequentially on the
horizontal axis.

In Fig. 4, the income of CSP and ESP is between [30, 250],
showing that the CSP and ESP can always make profits
under a reasonable strategy, and the profitability of differ-
ent strategies is different. Second, the ESP income reaches
the highest point at 8; 12h i, and the CSP income is also at the
local highest point. Combined with the strategy 8; 12h i in
Fig. 3, we can find that the ITU utility value basically
reaches the highest value. The above two figures illustrate
that the order of the strategies is arranged in the order of
decreasing QCSP in a certain round of the game, that is, the
X-axis distribution in Figs. 3 and 4. The income or expendi-
ture amount of players changes accordingly as the game
proceeds normally, then the highest ITU utility value is
shown in Fig. 3, and the highest comprehensive income of
ESP and CSP is shown in Fig. 4 under a certain strategy
8; 12h i. At this time, the strategy is the Nash equilibrium
point for the game to end successfully.

Fig. 5 shows the influence of different prediction algo-
rithms on the number of games. In terms of the results,

compared with TPSP, the three algorithms all reduce the
number of games to some extent. This is because the ESP
always gives the strategy with the highest current income,
and such a strategy is often not a global optimal solution.
Through the prediction algorithm, the ESP can eliminate
these high-yield but unreasonable strategies in advance, so
as to achieve the purpose of reducing the number of games.
Among the three prediction algorithms, DL-RKNN requires
the least number of games, L-KNN is the second, and KNN
is the worst.

Fig. 5a shows the change of the number of gameswhen the
ITU demand QSUM; TUh i gradually increases from 3; 9h i to
15; 40h i when the ESP cost is fixed and the ESP quantity is
determined. When TPSP algorithm is used, the number of
games is basically maintained between [15, 18]. The lowest
value of 9 appears in 9; 30h i because the sample size at this
point is small, and the performance of each algorithm is rela-
tively close. After the introduction of three prediction algo-
rithms, the number of games is significantly reduced. Among
them, the number of games required by DL-RKNN is main-
tained between [4, 9], the range of the number of games of L-
KNN is [8, 12], and the range of the number of games of KNN
is [8, 14]. In addition, the increase or decrease ofQSUM and TU

has no direct influence on the number of games, because the
quality of the sample points around the pricing scheme to be
predicted rather than the demand of a specific task deter-
mines the prediction result.

Fig. 5b illustrates the effect of the number of ESPs partici-
pating in the game ongame timeswhen the cost of ESP is fixed
and the ITU demand is determined to be 6; 17h i. As the num-
ber of ESPs increases from 5 to 25, the number of games of
TPSP decreases from 16 to 10, and the three prediction algo-
rithms of KNN, L-KNN, and DL-RKNN decrease from 15, 12,
and 9 to 9, 7, and 5, respectively. In general, the increase in the
number of ESPs can significantly reduce game times in any
situation, because the increase in the ESP number enriches the
strategy set and makes it easier to achieve the ITU demand.
Meanwhile, we find that when the number of ESPs increases
from 20 to 25, the decrease of game times is lower than the
decrease from 5 to 15. This is due to the fact that when the ESP
number increases to a certain scale, the strategy set tends to be
saturated. Continuing to increase the number does not neces-
sarily lead to new strategies, so the variation in the number of
games tends tomoderate.

Fig. 5c shows the impact of different algorithms on game
times when the requirement 6; 17h i is predicted at different

Fig. 4. The payment or income of players.

Fig. 5. Number of games comparison with different ITU requirement, ESP number, and cost parameter.
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costs. Cost1 indicates that ESP cost is balanced, Cost2 and
Cost3 represent the increase and decrease of ESP cost, and
Cost4 and Cost5 represent the increase and decrease of CSP
cost, respectively. For TPSP and KNN, the game times
under Cost1 are 10 and 9, respectively, which are the lowest
in their respective whole situations. In other words, the
number of games still increases when the cost of ESP or CSP
is decreased in Cost2 and Cost5. In comparison, L-KNN
and DL-RKNN are more sensitive to the change of cost, and
the game times of both keep consistent with the change of
cost. The game times of DL-RKNN range between [5,8], and
the performance of DL-RKNN under other tasks is almost
the same comparing Fig. 5a. According to the experimental
results in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the introduction of DL-
RKNN can greatly reduce the number of games, thereby
achieving superior performance than other other algo-
rithms. Moreover, the reduced number of games also leads
to the feasiblity in the practical deployment. Compared
with the TPSP method, EIHDP improves system pricing
efficiency by 50%�60%.

In addition to decreasing the number of games, it is also
necessary to effectively reduce the prediction time. In Fig. 6,
we compare the influence of different prediction algorithms
on prediction time in terms of the ITU time tendency, sam-
ple size recorded by the EP and ESP cost. Fig. 6a shows
the change in predicted time when the ITU time tendency
gradually increases from 0.1 to 0.9. The three algorithms
all show a trend of rising first and then falling, and reveal
the longest prediction time when the time weight is 0.5 (that
is, the time weight is equal to the price weight). The reason
for this trend is that although each user may have a different
tendency for time and price, more users tend to reach a
more balanced situation. Therefore, the sample points are
the most and the prediction time is more when time weight
= 0.5. Fig. 6b illustrates that the prediction time required by
the three algorithms gradually increases when the number
of samples recorded by the EP increases from 50 to 500. On
the whole, the prediction time of DL-RKNN and L-KNN
increases steadily with the increase of sample size, while
the prediction time of KNN increases significantly after the
sample size reaches 350. This is because both DL-RKNN
and L-KNN can pre-filtrate the number of samples partici-
pating in the algorithm, and the increase of sample size has
little impact on them.

Fig. 6c shows the changes in the prediction time of the
three algorithms when the ESP cost gradually increases.

The abscissa represents the increasing degree of EPS cost.
The prediction time of the three at the lowest cost is
380ms, but the prediction time begins to decrease as the
cost increases. The decrease of DL-RKNN is the most obvi-
ous, and the prediction time at cost = 10 is only 57ms. The
decrease of KNN and L-KNN is more moderate than that
of DL-RKNN. In practice, the increase in ESP cost means
that the ESP has more computing power and needs to pay
more for electricity and equipment maintenance. Therefore,
the increase of cost also represents the increase of comput-
ing power, so the prediction time of the algorithm
decreases accordingly. In conclusion, the main impact on
the prediction time of the three prediction algorithms is
the number of samples participating in the prediction.
Fig. 5 compares from different aspects, but the essence is
to control the sample size. Comparing with Fig. 6, the con-
trol mechanism of DL-RKNN is better under the same cir-
cumstances so as to reduce the number of games to a large
extent while consuming less time, thereby satisfying both
practicability and high efficiency. DL-RKNN improves
game convergence speed by 42%�58% compared with L-
KNN. DL-RKNN improves game convergence speed by
55%�67% compared with KNN.

We compare the performance of EIHDP with the existing
traffic charging and bandwidth charging from three differ-
ent dimensions in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7a, the abscissa is
the ratio of the total task QSUM to the ITU’s expected time
TU . The lower ratio indicates that the ITU’s requirement for
task time is lower, therefore the less bandwidth will be cho-
sen. The higher ratio indicates that the ITU wants the task to
be completed as soon as possible so that more bandwidth
will be taken. The bandwidth usage charged based on traffic
remains unchanged at 250, because this mode charges based
on the amount of traffic used, and the bandwidth is fixed.
When the ITU’s time requirement is low, the bandwidth
usage of both bandwidth charging and EIHDP is close. As
the ITU’s time requirement increases, the difference
between the two gradually becomes obvious. This is
because the task QSUM is allocated to the CSP and ESP in
EIHDP. The CSP spends less time processing tasks and has
more time to transmit than the CSP in the traditional mode
when the computing power is fixed. Therefore, the amount
of bandwidth used by EIHDP for the same QSUM is less than
the bandwidth charging model. Comparing the situation of
EIHDP and traffic charging model, we find that the latter is
lower than the former in VB after the ratio reaches 0.4. It

Fig. 6. Prediction time comparison with different ITU preference, sample size, and ESP cost.
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means that no matter whether the ITU’s time is urgent or
not, the traffic charging model cannot provide feedback and
users cannot control their own time. In summary, EIHDP is
more flexible in responding to the urgency of ITU’s time
than traffic charging model, and EIHDP utilizes ESP to
share tasks to increase transmission time, and reduce band-
width usage compared to bandwidth charging model.

Fig. 7b compares the CSP’s utility values of the three modes
under different demands. It can be seen that ICSP is the same
when the demand is 3; 9h i. However, ICSP changes with the
increase of tasks and time, and the traffic charging model has
the worst performance. Since the intervention of ESP in EIHDP
reduces the number of tasks processed by CSP, and the ITU can
obtain a more favorable price under the game model. At this
time, the ICSP must be decreased. Judging from the perfor-
mance in thefigure, theCSP’s utility values of EIHDPandband-
width charging model are very close. Fig. 7c reflects the price
that the ITU needs to pay in threemodes as the number of tasks
increases. The traffic charging mechanism appears as a straight
line and is always at the highest position. The standardizations
of EIHDP and bandwidth charging are approximate before
QSUM reaches 4, and the ITU payment is lower when QSUM is
greater than 4. Fig. 7a illustrates that EIHDP makes the system
use less bandwidth for transmission. Figs. 7b and 7c illustrate
that EIHDP reduces the ITU’s payment while guaranteeing the
CSP’s utility value. Since the payment price is always fixed
according to the traffic charging method, we selected ITU1 and
ITU2 to observe the performance of CSP when charging by
bandwidth and EIHDP, as shown in Fig. 7b. With the addition
of edge layer, the utility value of CSP is greatly improved com-
pared with the traditional model under the same computing
tasks. As the total number of tasks increases, EIHDP is lower
than traditionalmodels in terms of the price paid by users of the
same type in bothmodels, as shown in Fig. 7c.

5.3 Discussion

Our method can be applied to many practical IoT applications
such as smart agriculture, the Internet of Vehicles, and environ-
mental monitoring through the above feasibility analysis. Take
the smart agriculture system as an example, in which users
want to speculate on the growth trends and expected yields of
various crops to decide how to adjust production plans.
According to users’ requirements, the IoT system needs to col-
lectmonitoringdata such as rainfall, temperature changes, light
intensity, and soil acidity-alkalinity in diverse areas in different
periods. For example, there is crop X in area 1, while crops Y

and Z exist in area 2. Based on the requirements, the system
needs to collect data for crop X in area 1, such as the maximum
and average rainfall, the temperature change trend and maxi-
mum temperature difference, the maximum and average light
intensity, and the variation of soil acidity-alkalinity in the last
seven days.Meanwhile, the system also needs to collect similar
data for crops Y and Z in area 2 in the last few days. Then, this
large amount of IoT data are uploaded to the ESPs and CSP for
complex processing and analysis. Finally, combined with the
growth characteristics and current growth situation of the cor-
responding crops, the system provides users with prediction
results. In this process, the problem of resource coordination
between the ESPs and CSP and the benefit equilibrium of
cloud-edge-client are involved. Therefore, our method makes
full use of the advantages of cloud-edge-client collaboration to
provide userswith the optimal service scheme.

6 CONCLUSION

The emergence of IoT enables users to pay for sensor resour-
ces and cloud services on demand. In this paper, we study
hierarchical dynamic pricing for cloud-edge-client collabora-
tion under incomplete information. We use a double-layer
Stackelberg game model to describe the mixed game process
of CSPs, ESPs and ITUs. We propose an edge-intelligent hier-
archical dynamic pricing (EIHDP) mechanism based on the
DL-RKNN prediction algorithm. Through extensive perfor-
mance evaluation, EIHDP improves system pricing efficiency
by 50%�60% comparedwith the TPSPmethod. Furthermore,
compared with L-KNN and KNN for pricing prediction, our
DL-RKNN algorithm improves game convergence speed by
42%�58% and 55%�67%, respectively. There are some
possible directions to study in the future. For example, ESPs
can cooperate with others to improve the game success rate
and reduce the resource consumption of pricing prediction.
The coalitional game based on federated learning can be a
considerable solution.
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